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Dear colleagues and friends!
With this catalogue we proudly present the publisher's list of 
G&G Verlag, Ueberreuter Kinder- und Jugendbuchverlag and Annette Betz. 
Since January 2014 those three imprints share a joint management in Vienna. 
Ueberreuter Kinder- und Jugendbuch and Annette Betz Verlag remain situated 
in Berlin and keep their characteristic titles.

The Foreign Rights department is managed by our two offices in Vienna 
and in Berlin.
 
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us.
Enjoy reading our catalogue!

With warm wishes,

Ursula Holler and Julia Balogh

Julia Balogh

Foreign Rights Director Berlin

% +49 30 652 16 23-25

) julia.balogh@ueberreuter.de

Ursula Holler

Foreign Rights Director Vienna

% +43 1 494 96 99-470

) ursula.holler@ggverlag.at
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It’s raining outside and the atmosphere 
in the playroom is dull as ditchwater! 
Luckily Anton and the talking elephant 
Timbo find a treasure map under the bed. 
Timbo immediately understands where the 
treasure is hidden: Africa! So off, they go, 
over mountains, across the sea, through the 
desert and the jungle. 
Another elephantastic adventure for Anton, 
Timbo and Luise, the girl next door!

• The second volume of the successful    
   duo Engler & Tourlonias

• Modern and warmhearted illustrations    
   of a much asked for young illustrator  

Praise for Elephantastic I: 

Elephantastic II – Elephantastic Adventures
Treasure Hunt in Africa
Michael Engler/Joëlle Tourlonias
32 full colour pages, 21,5 x 27,5 cm

Publication date: January 2015

☼ All rights available

Elephantastic
Michael Engler/Joëlle Tourlonias
32 full colour pages, 21 x 29 cm

Publication date: March 2014

☼ Rights sold to: USA,   
        Denmark, Russia

East Asia (China G&G)
South Asia/Southeast 
Asia
Ukraine
Scandinavia
Slovenia

China (UE/AB)
Middle East
Russia
France
Hungary
Poland

Slovakia
Czech Republic
Italy
Great Britain
USA
Australia/NZ

Benelux
Estonia/Lithuania/
Latvia
Spain/Latin 
America
Turkey “Friendship and sharing are the core lessons to be 

found in ELEPHANTASTIC! However, it's told in such 
a disarming fashion that younger readers may not even 
realize they're learning something. Eloquent storytelling 
and brimming with charm, ELEPHANTASTIC! earns a 
hearty recommendation for readers aged 4 thru 8 
(and a few in their upper forties as well).” – CriticalBlast

“Elephantastic! expertly communicates through 
the artwork the overlay of the imaginary over 
the reality.” – CriticalBlast

“A sweet celebration of the imagination.” – Kirkus Reviews
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Anna has recently moved to live by the sea 
with her family. Although she can swim, 
she refuses to go in the water with the other 
children. She would much rather build sand 
castles and keeps a safe distance from the 
water. However, one day while Anna is 
admiring her latest masterpiece, deep in 
thought, a wave washes around her feet. 
At first she’s frightened, but then she notices 
that the water hasn´t hurt her after all.

• A sensitively told story about 
   the fear of the unknown 

• The sea as an atmospheric setting

The Sea has No Borders
Udo Weigelt/Maria Bogade
32 full colour pages, 21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date: January 2015

☼ All rights available

Udo Weigelt’s books have been translated into more 
than 15 languages. Since 2003, he has worked as an 
independent author.

Maria Bogade is a freelance illustrator. 
After completing her studies, her career began 
in picture book illustration and in the animation 
film business. Her love for paintbrush, pencil and 
paper slowly cast its spell, and she now devotes 
full-time to her illustration work. Her illustrations 
also adorn games, chocolate bars and 
greetings cards.

Clara and Bruno
Antje Damm
32 full colour pages, 21 × 29 cm

Publication date: May 2013

☼ All rights available

Butscher 
Martin Fuchs/Nina Helbig
32 full colour pages, 21 x 29 cm

Publication date: March 2014

☼ All rights available

Himmy Jimmy 
Martin Fuchs/Nina Helbig
32 full colour pages, 21 x 29 cm

Publication date: January 2013

☼ All rights available

I’ve Got a Slight
Problem, Said the Bear
Heinz Janisch/Silke Leffler 
32 full colour pages, 16,2 × 20,7 cm

Publication date: July 2007 – 
6th edition!

☼ Rights sold to: 
        China, Columbia, 
        Brazil, France, 
        Hungary, USA, 
        UK, Netherlands

Everyone Wants Something 
from Mumblebear
Gina Ruck-Pauquèt/Birgit Antoni
112 full colour pages, 21 × 29 cm

Publication date: January 2013

☼ Rights sold to: China

Kiss Me or Eat Me
Katharina Grossmann-Hensel 
32 full colour pages, 21 × 29 cm

Publication date: January 2012

☼ Rights sold to: 
        Korea, Turkey 

Hoppelpoppel, 
Where Are You?
Hans Fallada
112 full colour pages, 21 x 29 cm

Publication date: May 2013

☼ All rights available

How Mommy Met Daddy
Katharina Grossmann-Hensel 
32 full colour pages, 21 × 29 cm

Publication date: January 2006

☼ Rights sold to:   
        France, Brazil, 
        Poland, Spain, Korea

Andersen´s 
Fairy Tales
F. Reichenstetter/Silke Leffler
32 full colour pages, 21 × 29 cm

Publication date: July 2004 – 
6th edition!

☼ Rights sold to: 
        Israel, Brazil, 
        Greece

Why the Snow Is White
Heinz Janisch/Silke Leffler
32 full colour pages
21 × 29 cm

Publication date: July 2011

☼ Rights sold to: 
        Korea, USA, UK
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Little Wolf is excited! A weekend with 
Grandpa Wolf is coming! They go on 
an outing together with floaty tires in their 
luggage. They find a perfect place beside 
the water. But in the evening, Little Wolf 
begins to feel scared. What luck! Grandpa 
Wolf shares with him how to get over fear.
But the next day Grandpa Wolf gets into 
trouble. His red floaty tire loses air and 
Grandpa Wolf cannot swim! What luck! 
Little Wolf had listened to his grandfather 
closely and gathers his courage to help 
him.

• A story about faith that defeats fear

Grandpa Wolf Goes Swimming
Stefan Karch
32 full colour pages, 21,5 x 27,5 cm

Publication date: January 2015

☼ All rights available

Me and Grandpa Wolf
Stefan Karch/Angelika Kaufmann
32 full colour pages, 21,5 x 27,5 cm

Publication date: 2012

☼ Rights sold to: China

Grandpa Wolf on Cloud Nine
Stefan Karch
32 full colour pages, 21,5 x 27,5 cm

Publication date: January 2014

☼ Rights sold to: China

Then Everyone Says: 
Hobblehop!
Mira Lobe/Angelika Kaufmann
32 full colour pages, 21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date: 2013 – 3rd edition!

☼ Rights sold to: USA, 
            China, Korea, Ukraine

The Apple Tree
Mira Lobe/Angelika Kaufmann
32 full colour pages, 21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date:  2013 – 25th edition!

☼ Rights sold to: Japan, 
            China, Korea, Ukraine

Come, Said the Cat
Mira Lobe/Angelika Kaufmann
32 full colour pages
21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date: 2013 – 
3rd edition!

☼ Rights sold to: China,    
            Ukraine, Korea

School Starts Tomorrow
Mira Lobe/Susi Weigel
32 full colour pages, 21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date: June 2013

☼ Rights sold to: China

I Can Go to School 
by Myself
Mira Lobe/Susi Weigel
32 full colour pages
21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date: June 2013

☼ Rights sold to: China

The big guru thinks he does everything 
right. However, little Totoo has his doubts. 
And Totoo’s Aunt Mimanja proves that 
also others have good and clever ideas.

• A charming book for everyone 
   who likes to think for themselves.

The Yayas – Totoo’s Clever Aunt
Mira Lobe/Angelika Kaufmann
32 full colour pages, 21,5 x 27,5 cm

Publication date: January 2015

☼ All rights available

Animal Stories
Mira Lobe/Angelika Kaufmann
32 full colour pages
21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date: 2009 – 
2nd edition! 

☼ Rights sold to: 
            China, Russia 

Mira Lobe (1913-1995) is one oft he most important 
German-language authors of children`s and young 
adult literature of the tewentieth century. She recei-
ved the Austrian State Prize for Children`s and 
Young Adult`s Literature and the Austrian 
Achievement Award for Children`s and Young Adult 
Literature for her life´s work of more than hundred 
titles. 
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It’s Grandmother’s birthday, and Fritzi 
wants to bake her a cake. Quickly he 
sets off to the nearby farm to fetch eggs. 
But there’s chaos in the stable. 
Kiki, the chicken, Emmi, the cow, and Felty, 
the sheep, are helpless: What is wrong with 
Farmer Heinrich? He hasn’t said a nice 
word in days, he never smiles anymore, 
and he mutters to himself constantly. 
Doesn’t he love them anymore? Fritzi is 
sure that it must be a misunderstanding!

Josefine Merkatz has beguiled children for many 
years with her charming stories and puppetry – 
now her second picture book is here.

Fritzi’s Adventure in the 
Vegetable Garden
Josefine Merkatz/Gisela Dürr
32 full colour pages, 21 × 24 cm

Publication date: February 2013

☼ All rights available

Fritzi’s Adventure on the Farm
Josefine Merkatz/Gisela Dürr
32 full colour pages, 21 × 24 cm

Publication date: February 2015

☼ All rights available

The Little Fox 
Is Looking For Luck
Ulrike Motschiunig/
Nina Dulleck  
32 full colour pages 
21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date: 2013 – 
4th edition!

☼ Rights sold to: 
        Slovenia, China, 
        Ukraine

Apprehending 
Weights Easily!
Ulrike Motschiunig/
Gisela Dürr
32 full colour pages, 21 × 24 cm

Publication date: 2014 – 
2nd edition!

☼ Rights sold to: China

Apprehending 
Measures Easily!
Ulrike Motschiunig/
Gisela Dürr
32 full colour pages, 21 × 24 cm

Publication date: 2013 – 2nd edition

☼ Rights sold to: China

Apprehending Measures 
of Capacity Easily!
Ulrike Motschiunig/
Gisela Dürr
32 full colour pages, 21 × 24 cm

Publication date: January 2014

☼ Rights sold to: China

The Little Fox 
Discovers Love
Ulrike Motschiunig/
Florence Dailleux 
32 full colour pages
21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date: 2013

☼ Rights sold to: 
     China

A Festive Christmas 
with the Little Fox
Ulrike Motschiunig/
Florence Dailleux 
32 full colour pages
21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date: September 2014

☼ All rights available

Olli, the Tooth Brush Pig
Markus C. Feurstein/
Olaf Osten
32 full colour pages
21,5 x 27,5 cm

Publication date: 2015 – 
3nd edition!

☼ Rights sold to: China,       
        Norway, Korea

One, Two, Three – 
Fear Go Away!
Ulrike Motschiunig/
Nina Dulleck  
32 full colour pages 
21,5 × 27,5 cm

Publication date: 2013 – 
2nd edition!

☼ Rights sold to: 
     China

Where Animals 
Feel at Home
Otmar Grissemann
32 full colour pages
21,5 x 27,5 cm

Publication date: June 2013

☼ All rights available

  Slovenia, China, 

Ulrike Motschiunig/

More than 
15.000 copies 
of the series 

sold

The Friend-Detector
Edith Schreiber-Wicke/
Carola Holland
32 full colour pages
21,5 x 27,5 cm

Publication date: 
January 2014

☼ Rights sold to: 
      Korea

award-
winning
author!
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Young George Gershwin has reached 
his destination: Paris! The lively city 
immediately fills him with wonder and 
fascination. A street café, to stroll around 
Montmartre and along the Seine, the
company of a lovely young lady; this is 
the life! However, at Pont Neuf a small dog 
causes a commotion and George must 
continue on his own. Now he finally wants 
to see the most famous sight of all: 
The Eiffel Tower. After an exhausting climb 
the young composer is rewarded with a 
magnificent view over Paris, which is truly 
unbelievable! George could not keep these 
memories to himself, you can find them in 
his music: An American in Paris is a 
homage to the French capital in the 20s.

• George Gershwin’s An American in    
   Paris retold for children for the very 
   first time

• Très chic! The illustrations catch 
   the atmosphere of Paris in the 20s

• As a special highlight this edition 
   features a pull-out page all about 
   the Eiffel Tower

An American in Paris – A Symphonic Poem 
by George Gershwin
Doris Eisenburger
32 full colour pages, 24 × 30 cm
With Audio-CD

Publication date: January 2015

♫ All rights available

Doris Eisenburger visited the Advanced 
Technical College for Communication 
Design in Munich to study illustration. 
For over 20 years, she has devoted herself 
to watercolor painting and has already 
illustrated 15 musical picture books. 
www.eisenburger-illus.de

The hunting lad Max is troubled…in order 
to marry Agathe, the daughter of  Forester 
Kuno, he must pass the trial shoot at the 
royal hunt. His colleague, Kaspar, 
is jealous and has also bonded with 
Samiel, the Devil. Kaspar persuades Max 
to share free bullets that always hit their 
target. Shortly before Max appears for the 
shoot, Kaspar persuades the Devil to curse 
the seventh bullet, which will be intended to 
strike the bride, Agathe. When the royal 
hunt takes place the next day, everyone 
keenly awaits Max’s trial performance …

• “The Marksman” finally appears 
   as musical picture book!

• Rudolf Herfurtner tells the story 
   with suspense and eloquence

The Marksman – The Opera 
by Carl Maria von Weber
Rudolf Herfurtner/Ulrike Haseloff
32 full colour pages, 24 × 30 cm
With Audio-CD

Publication date: February 2015

♫ All rights available

Orpheus and Eurydice – 
Opera by Christoph Willibald Gluck 
Rudolf Herfurtner/Anette Bley
32 full colour pages, 30,5 x 24 cm
With Audio-CD

Publication date: May 2014

♫ All rights available

Rudolf Herfurtner has written children's books, stage 
plays, radio plays, screenplays and opera librettos 
since 1973. He has received numerous awards, 
recently the Grand Prize of the Academy of Children’s 
and Youth Literature for his complete works.

has written children's books, stage 
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Max sits in his room and practices, 
practices, practices. Soon there will be 
a concert in his music school – and he 
doesn’t want to make any mistakes when 
playing the drums! The performance will 
be fantastic, because all of the students and 
teachers will present a variety of rhythms 
and styles on many different 
percussion instruments. With Max’s help, 
the reader will learn not only basic 
information about playing the drums, but 
also more about some exotic instruments.

• Drums are popular with children 
   as never before!

• The Audio-CD offers numerous sound 
   examples as well as explanatory 
   guidance for percussion instruments

• Detailed, lively illustrations 
   by Catherine Ionescu

Max Plays the Drums
Marko Simsa/Catherine Ionescu
32 full colour pages, 24 × 30 cm
With Audio-CD

Publication date: February 2015

♫ All rights available

Leonie Plays the Flute
Marko Simsa/Thilo Krapp
32 full colour pages, 24 × 30 cm
With Audio-CD

Publication date: September 2013

♫ Rights sold to: Korea

Sophie Plays the Piano
Marko Simsa/Thilo Krapp
32 full colour pages, 24 × 30 cm
With Audio-CD

Publication date: September 2013

♫ Rights sold to: Korea

Tina and the Orchestra
Marko Simsa/Winfried Opgenoorth
32 full colour pages, 24 × 30 cm
With Audio-CD

Publication date: January 1999

♫ Rights sold to: Korea

Catherine Ionescu studied design and illustration 
in Münster and Seoul. She works as a children's 
book illustrator in Münster.

Marko Simsa is a director, writer and actor. He sta-
ges classical concerts and plays for children. His 
productions and publications have won him a num-
ber of prizes.

MUSICAL PIECES

Serenade No. 13 
Christina Dumas/
Julia Dürr
32 full colour pages
24 x 30 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
August 2014

♫ All rights available

The Nutcracker
Susa Hämmerle/ 
Peter Friedl
32 full colour pages
24 x 30 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
July 2006

♫ Rights sold to:
   Korea 

Peer Gynt - Suites 
by Edvard Grieg
Marko Simsa/
Doris Eisenburger
32 full colour pages
24 x 30 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
August 2014

♫ All rights available

The Carnival 
of the Animals
Marko Simsa/
Doris Eisenburger
32 full colour pages
24 x 30 cm

Publication date: 
July 2002 – 20th Edition

♫ Rights sold to: 
   China

Swan Lake
Marko Simsa/ 
Doris Eisenburger
32 full colour pages
24 × 30 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
July 2008

♫ Rights sold to: 
   China, Bulgaria,    
   Korea, Russia

BALLETSBALLETS

Rights sold to: 

The Carnival 
of the Animals
Marko Simsa/
Ulrike Möltgen
36 full colour pages
26,5 x 26,5 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
August 2014

♫ All rights available

Musical Picture Books – 4 years and up Musical Picture Books – 4 years and up 
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FAIRY TALES

Full colour
illustrations
throughout

Tales From 
Arabian Nights
Horst Künnemann/
Mario Grasso
208 pages, 21,5 × 26,8 cm

Publication date: July 2004

☼ Rights sold to:
   China

Gulliver’s Travels
Jonathan Swift/
Mario Grasso
208 pages, 21,5 × 26,8 cm

Publication date: September 2006

☼ All rights available

Pinocchio
Carlo Collodi/Mario Grasso
208 pages, 21,5 × 26,8 cm

Publication date: January 2011

☼ All rights available

Hauff ’s Fairy Tales
Horst Künnemann/
Mario Grasso
208 pages, 21,5 × 26,8 cm

Publication date: March 2006

☼ All rights available

• A special collection of both world-
   famous and recently rediscovered 
   fairy tales 

• Collected by an award-winning 
   team – translated into 11 languages

• A fairytale journey to Germany, Egypt,    
   Japan, Africa and a lot other countries

• Composed and retold by the famous    
   author Heinz Janisch 

Heinz Janisch has been awarded the Austrian 
State Prize for Children’s Poetry, the Austrian 
Children`s and Young Adults’ Book Prize and the 
Bologna Ragazzi Award. He was nominated for 
the German Children`s and Young Adults’ Literature 
Prize. His books have been translated into over 
a dozen languages.

Fairy Tales from Around the World
Heinz Janisch/Marion Goedelt
172 full colour pages, 21 x 29 cm

Publication date: August 2014

☼ All rights available

THE LITTLE COMPOSERS

Little Mozart
Timna Brauer/
Elias Meiri/ 
Birgit Antoni
32 full colour pages
24 x 30 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
January 2006

♫ All rights available

The Magic Flute
Marko Simsa/ 
Doris Eisenburger
32 full colour pages
24 × 30 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
July 2005

♫ Rights sold to: 
   China, Bulgaria
   Korea

Haydn for Kids
Constanze Breckoff/ 
Birgit Antoni
32 full colour pages
24 × 30 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
January 2009

♫ All rights available

Little Bach 
Kristina Dumas/
Lisa Hansch
32 full colour pages
24 x 30 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
September 2013

♫ Rights sold to: 
   Korea

Aida
Rudolf Herfurtner/
Anette Bley
32 full colour pages
30,5 x 24 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
January 2010

♫ Rights sold to: 
   Korea

OPERAS

Little Beethoven
Kristina Dumas/
Lisa Hansch
32 full colour pages
30,5 x 24 cm

With Audio-CD

Publication date: 
April 2014

♫ All rights available

Musical picture Books – 4 years and up Picture Books – 4 years and up 
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Susanne Riha introduces twelve important 
native animals. For every animal there is 
half a page which shows this outside of the 
animal den; if you open the flap, you can 
see its inside.

• Where do the animals live? 
   Everything children want to 
   know about animal dwellings

• Look and discover: young nature 
   detectives love fold-out pictures 

• By bestselling author Susanne Riha

• Everything a school child needs to know about nature 

• With accompanying poster of the 4 seasons

Come Outside!
Nature in the Course of the Year
Susanne Riha
48 full colour pages, 24 x 30 cm

Publication date: July 2014

☼ Rights sold to: China

Discover Animals in Their Homes 
Susanne Riha
48 full colour pages, 24 x 30 cm

Publication date: January 2015

☼ All rights available

Susanne Riha was born in Vienna in 1954 and worked as an 
industrial designer after her studies. Her first children's book was 
published in 1980.  She is an author and illustrator. Her books 
have been translated into several languages and have won awards 
in Austria and abroad.
have been translated into several languages and have won awards 

Together We`re First-Class!
Franz-Josef Huainigg/Verena Ballhaus
112 full colour pages, 21 x 29 cm

Publication date: August 2014

☼ Previous titles sold to: 
     Korea, Japan, Thailand

Franz-Joseph Huainigg was born in Carinthia 
(Austria) in 1966 and has been disabled since he 
was an infant. He studied German philology and 
media communications. He is a children’s book 
author and politician.

Four successful Annette Betz picture books 
about living with a disability by 
Franz-Josef Huainigg – finally combined in 
a collected volume: 
»Together we`re first class!« contains 
1. »We trust each other blindly«, 
2. »We speak with our hands«, 
3. »My feet are my wheel chair« und 
4. »Together we are a great community«. 
The picture book has been sensitively 
illustrated by Verena Ballhaus.

• Learning together without prejudice

• Ideal for inclusion classes in schools 
   and nurseries 

• Collection of an award-winning team 

• Translated into 11 languages 

We Trust 
Each Other Blindly
Publication date: January 2005

We Speak 
with our Hands
Publication date: July 2005

My Feet are 
my Wheel Chair
Publication date: July 2003

Together we are a 
Great Community
Publication date: January 2007

Picture Books – 4 years and up Picture Books – 4 years and up
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Nuk, the Snout Pig
Stefan Karch
52 full colour pages, 17 x 24 cm

Publication date: January 2015

☼ All rights available

Pirate Salad
Stefan Karch
52 full colour pages, 17 x 24 cm

Publication date: January 2015

☼ All rights available

Princess Mira Mare runs away 
from her overprotective parents – 
and lands in the belly of a sea 
monster. Little Pirate for his part 
throws yet another tantrum, because 
he no longer wants to be nicknamed 
"Dwarf". This story tells how Little Pirate’s 
rage becomes courageous, and how he 
saves Princess Mira Mare.

• Charming and heroic characters

My Crazy Sock Horse –
Albert and the Knights 
Stefan Karch
48 full colour pages, 17 x 24 cm

Publication date: July 2014

☼ All rights available

Little Nuk is quite a special pig – a snout 
pig. The other barnyard animals think he 
is strange and they’re afraid of him.  
They send him away, with a box stuck 
over his head. And so begins an 
adventure for Nuk, who must first prove 
his courage before he is surprised with 
a great discovery in the end.

• Theme: Fear of being different

throws yet another tantrum, because 
he no longer wants to be nicknamed 

Little Nuk is quite a special pig – a snout 

My Crazy Sock Horse –

• Theme: Fear of being different

Emma and Jonas are Going to the Opera
Susa Hämmerle/Friederike Großekettler 
24 full colour pages, 21 × 29 cm

Publication date: August 2014

☼ Rights sold to: China

Anna and Max are Going to the Pediatrist
Susa Hämmerle/Kyrima Trapp 
24 full colour pages, 21 × 29 cm

Publication date: August 2014

☼ Rights sold to: China

Today We’re Going to …
Susa Hämmerle/
Kyrima Trapp/
Friederike Großekettler
24 full colour pages
19 × 19 cm

☼ Rights sold to: 
   Denmark,
   Czech Republic

How exciting! Today Emma and Max are 
going to the opera for the first time! 
Everybody dresses up and then it is time 
to leave. It is very festive inside the opera: 
chandeliers, red plush chairs all around 
and a huge red main drape on stage. 
Emma and Jonas are already sitting 
impatiently on their seats and waiting 
for the rising curtain ….

Today is an exciting day: Anna and Max are 
going to the pediatrist. Anna has to make a 
check-up and Max has a cold. They are a bit 
afraid of it. What will the pediatrist do with 
them? Which instruments is he going to use? 
And does it hurt? Together with Anna and Max 
we experience a consultation and what`s there 
to discover…

Susa Hämmerle writes 
picture books and children’s 
books and has won several 
awards. Her books have 
been translated into 
13 languages.

PREVIOUS TITLES BY SUSA HÄMMERLE:

G&G Children‘s Books – 8 years and upPicture Books – 4 years and up
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Inspector Snoops 
Secret Guess-
Along Crime Story 
Library
Karin Ammerer/
Tooncafe
96 pages
14,5 × 20,5 cm

☼ Rights sold to:
   China, Turkey

Class 3a has a reputation as an extremely 
difficult class. Max is Boss, and with his followers, 
he controls the group. Julian tries to get through 
school with the "Invisible Tactic.” 
And Amelie wishes for nothing more than a 
friend, but she is not cool enough for the hip girls. 
One day everything changes – when Star, a new 
teacher, enters the classroom. 
The kids begin to listen to each other, talk with one 
another, and work toward a common goal: 
to perform a rock music show at the end of the 
school year. Not only the disruptive class culture 
changes in the process…but more.

• A story on the subject of nonviolent 
   communication based on Marshall    
   Rosenberg and the handling of 
   conflicts and quarrels at school.

• A Star for Class 3a  is a book that 
   exposes and evaluates typical school    
   situations in varied ways. The author 
   obviously understands the processes, 
   challenges, tensions, relations as well 
   as the problems that can occur in a 
   classroom environment.

A Star for Class 3A
Elfriede Wimmer/Sabine Kranz
112 pages, 14,5 × 20,5 cm

Publication date: 2nd edition: January 2015

☼ All rights available

Detective Agency Snoop & Co.
The Haunting of Fearstone Castle
Karin Ammerer/ Tooncafé
96 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm

Publication date: August 2014

☼ Rights sold to: China

Detective Agency Snoop & Co. 
The Mystery of the Black Phantom
Karin Ammerer/ Tooncafé
96 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm

Publication date: August 2014

☼ Rights sold to: China

Inspector Snoop has a lot to do. He’s on 
the trail of a gang of forgers. In addition 
his 9-year-old niece Krissi just formed a 
detective club with her friends Sprosse and 
Alex and asks for his professional advice. 
That doesn’t suit him at all.  
But the young band of inspectors proves 
very helpful on Inspector Snoops latest 
case. Sprosse seems to be on the right 
trail after hearing creepy sounds at night – 
they are coming from Fearstone Castle …

In the small village where the detective 
club investigates, mysterious things are 
happening. There have been a number 
of breakings in, but nothing valuable has 
been stolen. There are no witnesses, but 
the black phantom leaves »business 
cards« at each crime scene …

• The two new guess-along crime stories 
   by Karin Ammerer follow a slightly 
   different concept: Inspector Snoop 
   investigates with the help of three 
   clever kids. One book contains one 
   long guess-along crime story!

The Diary Gang
Elfriede Wimmer/Sabine Kranz
104 pages, 15 x 21 cm

Publication date: 2nd edition: January 2015

☼ Rights sold to: Korea

G&G G&GChildren‘s Books – 8 years and up Children‘s Books – 8 years and up 
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Albin Angora has read every detective book 
available. Now he is ready for his first case.
Sadly, there’s no case to be found in the estate 
where he lives. Then an SOS arrives from his 
best friend, Kim, who is spending the summer 
holidays in Castle Silberwitz. The castle has 
been burglarized and the valuable family 
jewels of the old countess have been stolen. 
Immediately Albin sets off to investigate with 
Kim and the girl, Melody …
 

Crime Time – Captured by Blackmailers
Kai Aline Hula/Stefan Lohr
120 pages, 14,5 × 20,5 cm

Publication date: January 2015

☼ All rights available

Crime Time
by diverse authors
112 - 136 pages
14,5 × 20,5 cm

☼ Rights sold to:     
   China

Mr. Bogomil is a stray cat that is hired 
to chase mice in the Bun-Bread bakery. 
He’s cool – and like all cool cats, he 
doesn’t always do what’s expected of him. 
He becomes friends with Mister Pumbuli, 
a cunning male mouse has come to Europe on 
a cruise ship. With a time compass they travel to 
wherever they can find excitement and adventure.

Mr. Bogomil und Mister Pumbuli test the time 
compass for the first time. Suddenly they find 
themselves in Ancient Egypt and meet the 
famous scientist Howard Carter who is looking 
for a mysterious pharaoh and his treasure. 
That’s the start of a daring adventure – as a 
black mummy wanders the eerie pyramide like 
a phantom.

• A new series about two funny heroes  
   for young adventurers

• With a lot of to learn more pages!

• Martin Selle and Susanne Knauss 
   are a fantastic Austrian writing duo

Mrs. Bogomil & Mister Pumbuli –
The Mystery of the Black Mummy
Martin Selle & Susanne Knauss/
Gernot Gunga
80 pages, 15 × 21 cm

Publication date: September 2014

☼ All rights available

The Dragon Mystery
176 pages, 14,5 x 20,5 cm

Publication date: 2008

☼ Rights sold to:
      China

The Zombie Elexir
176 pages, 14,5 x 20,5 cm

Publication date: 2008

☼ Rights sold to:
      China

City of Masks
176 pages, 14,5 x 20,5 cm

Publication date: 2008

☼ Rights sold to:
      China

The Million Pupil
176 pages, 14,5 x 20,5 cm

Publication date: 2008

☼ Rights sold to:
      China

OTHER TITLES BY THIS AUTHOR:

PREVIOUS TITLES OF THIS SERIES:

   are a fantastic Austrian writing duo

Kai Aline Hula was born in 1990. She’s an elementary 
school teacher and has started writing very early. In 
2013 she was awarded the “DIXI” literary prize for 
Children’s books.

G&G G&GChildren‘s Books – 9 years and up  Children‘s Books – 8 years and up  
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The Adventures of 
Knight Ottokar von Zipp
Franz Sales Sklenitzka
128 pages,14,5 × 20,5 cm

☼ All rights available

What tastes better: fish or meat? Where can 
you live more comfortably: in a cave or in a hut 
by the river? These are crucial questions that the 
family of the Fox-Hairs and the tribe of the 
Broad-Noses have to ask themselves as they 
meet at the end of the Neolithic Age – about 
10.000 years ago. The red haired Mena and 
the black haired Nenek, both about 
10 summers old, show the adults how to 
overcome prejudices and learn from one 
another. Their curiosity for each other is soon 
stronger than their mistrust. 

• The Stone Age Saga deals with the 
   timeless topics of migration and 
   xenophobia and still leaves enough 
   space for some comical hunting scenes 
   and some grotesque misunderstandings 

• A new title by this bestselling 
   author

Stone Age Saga –
Dark Cave Secrets
Franz Sales Sklenitzka
192 pages, 14,8 × 21 cm

Publication date: August 2014

☼ All rights available

13 editions

32 editions as paperback

German

audio-rig
hts

sold

♪

♪ ♫

A boy with magical abilities chases after Will. 
Will is supposed to be guilty of a crime that 
hasn`t even been committed … Will is on the 
run … Robin and Scarlet offer him a place to 
stay at the very last moment. But what’s going 
to happen to his sister Lea whom he had to 
leave behind? Will the two friends find out the 
mystery that makes him so dangerous? 
And what is the meaning of the owl that haunts 
Will’s dreams?

• Part 1 of the second 
   ROBIN & SCARLET trilogy!

Robin and Scarlet – The Next Generation
The Night of the Owl
Stefan Karch
160 pages, 14,8 × 21 cm

Publication date: August 2014

☼ All rights available

The Magicians’ Books Ghostly Voices             The Birds of the Night

A great fantasy-series 
about Scarlet, the 
foster daughter of 
a powerful magician, 
and her brave tomcat 
Robin fighting against 
dark magic. 
Breathtaking suspense 
guaranteed! 

Robin and Scarlet
Stefan Karch
160 pages, 14,5 × 20,5 cm 
☼ All rights available

Stefan Karch is an all-rounder, who is appreciated for 
his imaginative, humorous stories and his warm-hearted 
characters, which accounts for the success of his books. 
Besides his activity as an author, Stefan Karch travels 
from school to school all year round and fascinates 
children with his puppet theatre plays. 
Stefan Karch has published over 30 titles so far 
that have also been translated into other languages. 

Franz Sales Sklenitzka is numbered among the most  
    famous Austrian children`s and youth book authors.  
      He has received numerous awards for his work, 
      including the Austrian children`s book award 
      and the »Golden Book« for his most famous title  
   »Dragon`s Life`s No Bed of Roses«. His books have  
been translated into 14 languages.

Franz Sales Sklenitzka

Publication date: August 2014

 All rights available

Franz Sales Sklenitzka
    famous Austrian children`s and youth book authors.  
      He has received numerous awards for his work, 
      including the Austrian children`s book award 
      and the »Golden Book« for his most famous title  
   »Dragon`s Life`s No Bed of Roses«. His books have  
been translated into 14 languages.

   and some grotesque misunderstandings 

is numbered among the most  

G&G G&GChildren‘s Books – 9 years and up  Children‘s Books – 10 years and up  
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Tom Turbo
Thomas C. Brezina
Illustrated by Gini Neumüller
80 full colour pages, 15 × 21 cm

Publication date: January 2015

☼ Rights sold to: China

For 20 years Tom Turbo has been cracking 
tricky cases. More than 40 books have been 
published and 400 TV episodes aired. 
In December 2013 was the premiere of the 
first Tom Turbo motion picture. It tells the story 
of how Tom Turbo came into being.

The Wolf With 
the Golden Tooth

Escape from the Buffalo Gorge Where's the Dancing Dolphin?

Catch the 
Football Eater

A Vampire in 
the Cupboard

The Giggle Cake The Awakening of 
the Tiger-Dragon`s 

The Mystery of 
the Ghost Town

The Big 
Schnitzel Treasure

Save the 
Pony Express

• Over 40.000 books sold in Austria 
   in 6 months!

• Sold to China with a sensational 
   first print run of 60.000!

A cry for help reaches Max and his monster 
friends from Count Hohenhurz: His hotel in 
Rattlecreak isn’t haunted anymore and guests are 
starting to stay away. The count urgently needs 
some replacement spooks. And so the monsters hit 
the road. In the haunted hotel Max and his friends 
discover a scary crypt. However, in their excitement 
they fail to notice that the monster hunter Karla 
Kätscher is hot on their heels ...

All My Monsters – 
The Mystery of the Green 
Ghost Train

All My Monsters –  
Lessons in Fear

Thomas C. Brezina lives 
in Vienna and London. 
With more than 550 books 
so far he fascinates children 
around the globe. His motto is 
“Reading should be an adventure”. 
In China he’s called “master of 
adventures”.

All My Monsters – 
Holiday in a Haunted Hotel
Thomas Brezina/Pablo Tambuscio
256 pages, 15 x 21 cm

Publication date: January 2015

☼ Rights sold to: Spain

All My Monsters 1+2
Thomas Brezina/Pablo Tambuscio
196 pages, 15 x 21 cm

Publication date: July 2014

☼ Rights sold to: 
   Spain, China

• Worldwide over 20 million books 
   by Thomas Brezina sold

• Over 400.000 copies sold in Spain!

• Used by teachers to encourage reading

G&G Children‘s Books – 8 years and up  Children‘s Books – 8 years and up  
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11-year-old Holly lives with various animals 
and her crazy grandma. Only her grumpy 
neighbour causes nothing but trouble – 
he doesn’t respect her grandma’s unorthodox 
lifestyle. While rummaging around in the attic 
Holly finds an old diary with a magic pen. 
If you write certain magic words with this pen, 
miraculous things happen. And in fact: at the 
next full moon, some of Hollys dreams come 
true, for instance her cat turns into a Bengal 
tiger, who chases her annoying neighbour 
around the neighborhood … 

• Lovely Characters in a modern  
   Pippi Longstocking-setting, 
   warmheartedly told by Sibylle Rieckhoff

• Fantastically illustrated by   
   Susanne Göhlich

Sibylle Rieckhoff has been writing and illustrating 
children’s books since 1999. She has published over 
50 children’s books that have been translated into 
12 languages.Holly and the Magic Diary

Sibylle Rieckhoff/Susanne Göhlich
120 pages, 15 × 21 cm 

Publication date: August 2014

☼ All rights available

The renovation of the attic has been delayed – 
and Susi has to carry on sharing a room with 
Patricia, the little »rat« (her stepsister). When 
Susi hears, that her mother is expecting a baby 
with her stepdad Willi, she is completely 
confused. 
Her last hope is her dad. But a weekend 
with him doesn’t quite turn out as planned. 
Fortunately she can solve every difficulty by 
turning to Susi Supergirl in her imagination. 
Maybe living with the »wild trio« 
is not that bad after all? 

• A book about patchwork family 
   with a funny and ironic approach

• With cheeky illustrations

Annette Neubauer has been publishing children’s books 
for many years. www.annette-neubauer.de

Susi Supergirl (Vol. 2)
Moving to Dad`s and Back
Annette Neubauer/Daniela Kohl
128 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm

Publication date: July 2014

☼ Rights sold to: Lithuania

Susi Supergirl (Vol. 1)  
Get Rid of the Rat
Annette Neubauer/Daniela Kohl
120 pages, 14,8 × 21 cm 

Publication date: July 2013

☼ Rights sold to: Lithuania

Bravo, Girls!
Sibylle Rieckhoff 
144 pages, 13,5 × 21,5 cm 

Publication date: July 2012

☼ All rights available

Anna, 13, (Not) in Love!
Sibylle Rieckhoff
144 pages, 13,5 × 21,5 cm 

Publication date: March 2013

☼ All rights available

Susi Supergirl (Vol. 1)  
Get Rid of the Rat
Annette Neubauer/Daniela Kohl

Susi Supergirl (Vol. 1)  

Children‘s Books – 9 years and up  Children‘s Books – 8 years and up  
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Bogey’s master has ordered a huge birthday 
cake for Granny Waldemar. Hammer, the cat, 
the old pain in the neck, tells Bogey that the 
cake has been stolen from Reitmeier’s bakery. 
Bogey decides to hunt down the cake thief. 
Sherlock, the greyhound detective, has also 
picked up a suspicious cake scent and in the 
middle of his pursuit knocks down an innocent 
lady who has just bought a cherry tart. 
Yet Bogey refuses to be put off and 
remains hot on the heels of the real thief …

Lukas gets a bright red mountain bike for his 
birthday. At night Bogey observes a dark 
shape stealing the mountain bike, but he isn’t 
able to stop it. When Bogey starts the 
manhunt, he sees his competitor – the grey-
hound detective Sherlock – running after a 
lady on a pink bike. He's slightly color-blind! 
With Lukas and Lena, Bogey waits on guard 
at the popular cycle track by the river. 
Will they catch the thief?

BOGEY – Secret Agent Pooch
Bogey Hunts the Cake Thief
Thomas Jeier/Julia Dürr
128 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm

Publication date: February 2015

☼ All rights available

BOGEY – Secret Agent Pooch
Bogey Catches the Bicycle Thief
Thomas Jeier/Julia Dürr
128 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm

Publication date: February 2015

☼ All rights available

• An exciting start to the series: A dog 
   detective who knows where it`s at

• Weird and wacky characters

• Comic-style illustrations by Julia Dürr

Thomas Jeier lives near Munich and "on the road" 
in the USA. He has won several awards for his 
books and documentary films.

Count Coriander Blues
Andrea Schütze/Stefanie Reich
208 pages, 14,8 × 21 cm 

Publication date: March 2015

☼ All rights available

Count Coriander Learns to Fly
Andrea Schütze/Stefanie Reich
196 pages, 14,8 × 21 cm 

Publication date: April 2014

☼ All rights available

Count Coriander Gets Stuck 
Andrea Schütze/Stefanie Reich
208 pages, 14,8 × 21 cm 

Publication date: November 2013

☼ All rights available

The unbelievable happens! Count Koriander 
discovers a soup which helps him to become 
invisible. Well, at least parts of him. His blue 
hair and his blue beard disappear! 
The little Gnomold is shocked! The twins Jette 
and Justus are not exactly pleased with this 
either, because at the same time, everything 
blue disappears at family Kramer's home. 
As if this weren't enough, the little Count wants 
to accompany the children to school. Clearly 
this has consequences. When everything blue 
that the Gnomold touches at school disappears 
too, chaos is the result … 

• Children will love the Gnotroll

• Strong characters, funny dialogues, 
   amusing illustrations

• Cheeky mythical character!

Children‘s Books – 8 years and up  Children‘s Books – 9 years and up  
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When Asmoduin suddenly stands before Bob 
again, he looks nervous and paler than ever. 
The reason: Shaitans legendary ice sauna 
is leaking and threatens to freeze Hell. The 
treacherous frost magic was originally created 
by a Norwegian shaman, so with Bob’s help, 
Asmoduin hopes to find a counterspell on 
Earth. Together with Bob's cousin, Zara, they 
travel to Norway to rescue the silver ring 
and the scroll off the Reifriese, which holds 
the power to reverse the frost magic. 
Will the threesome succeed in saving Hell 
from the ice in time?

• More chocolate bars: Part 3 
   of the clever series is here! 

• Asmoduin captivates his audience 
   with his strange and amazing boldness 

• Too cool for Hell!

Asmoduin in Need
Jens Schumacher/Helge Vogt
160 pages, 14,8 × 21 cm 

Publication date: January 2015

☼ All rights available

Asmoduin – 
the Nuisance Returns
Jens Schumacher/Helge Vogt
160 pages, 14,8 × 21 cm 

Publication date: January 2014

☼ All rights available

Asmoduin –  
Nuisance from Hell
Jens Schumacher/Helge Vogt
144 pages, 14,8 × 21 cm 

Publication date: January 2013

☼ All rights available

• Hellishly funny 

• Friendship between 
   two outsiders 

• With flick book inside

• Cheeky fun especially 
   for boys

The comfortable life of 15-year-old Meo 
is brought to a sudden end. His parents take 
him on a tour of Australia, where they soon 
decide they want to live. Fortunately he has 
brought his friend Odette, who is at his side, 
ready with big help and advice. But more than 
once they get into a tight spot because of her … 
In Kakadu National Park of all places they get 
lost and have to find their way on their own 
from the northernmost point of Australia to 
Melbourne in the south!

• A chaotic boy character with 
   iconic potential

• A racy Road trip across Australia

• Submission to various awards

• Special edition as a prize for pupils 
   in a reading competition

Tino Schrödl was born in 1972 and works as an author, 
director and producer of TV documentaries. He lives in 
Berlin. Australia? Australia!

Tino Schrödl
288 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm

Publication date: July 2014

☼ All rights available

for boysfor boys

Jens Schumacher has written about 60 books, 
including scary stories, crime stories, interactive play 
books and youth series which have been translated 
into numerous languages. He teaches workshops in 
creative writing for various cultural institutions. 
www.jensschumacher.eu

»A great, thrilling book, particularly for boys!« 
– Augsburger Allgemeine

»Tino Schrödl has written a witty road movie 
with the message that sometimes you have 
to leave well-trodden paths to get on in life. «
– Die Rheinpfalz

»With Meo and Odette Tino Schrödl sketches 

two weird and chaotic outsider protagonists 

who charm the readers in their own special 

way.« – Sabine Hoß; buecher-leben.de

»The story rocks, it’s exciting. What I liked best 
is the way Meo tells about his experiences: 
his dry sense of humor, honest close to the 
bone, vivid, funny.« – querbeet-gelesen.de

“Delightful, edgy reading fun…

nothing boring about it…quite the 

opposite! Jens Schumacher's popular 

series is a winner in children's 

literature.” – literaturmarkt.info

Children‘s Books – 11 years and up  Young Adult  
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When Julie Wilson is on one of her inspection 
rounds with her dog sled, one of her dogs 
suddenly collapses. The vet finds out that it has 
been poisoned. Who is responsible for this?
On a trip to Fairbanks the case takes an 
unexpected turn: Julie realizes that she is being 
followed by a young man. He’s friendly at first, 
but soon she feels uncomfortable. When he 
kidnaps a husky puppy and escapes into the 
wilderness of Mount McKinley, the situation 
takes a dramatic turn…

• More than 2.500 E-Books sold!   

Christopher Ross writes romantic adventures full of 
suspense and emotional intrigue. This bestselling author 
spends half of the year travelling the US. 
www.christopherross.de

Alone at Stony Creek
Volume 3 of the Alaska Wilderness-Series
Christopher Ross 
256 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm 

Publication date: September 2014

☼ All rights available

The Wolves of Rock Creek
Christopher Ross 
256 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm 

Publication date: September 2013

☼ All rights available

Missing on Mount McKinley 
Christopher Ross 
256 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm

Publication date: September 2013

☼ All rights available

Storm Sail
Corina Bomann
344 pages, 13,5 × 21,5 cm 

Publication date: January 2010

☼ All rights available

Tomorrow the Sea
Corina Bomann
352 pages, 13,5 × 20,5 cm 

Publication date: January 2013

☼ All rights available

Australia in the 19th century…for two English 
girls, Lucy and Anne, it holds the dream of a 
new life. But when Anne dies shortly after their 
arrival in Perth, Lucy is on her own. Then she 
meets a farmer’s son and suddenly finds herself 
in an adventure including cattle barons, 
aborigines, and a deep love story. 

• Bestselling author Corina Bomann

• Rich voice and description; fast-paced

• Powerfully written historical novel set    
   Down Under

Corina Bomann, who lives in Berlin, specializes in 
writing powerful novels with historical backgrounds 
for teenagers and adults. Visit her website at 
www.corina-bomannonline.de

Under the Australian Sky
Corina Bomann
320 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm

Publication date: February 2015 – 2nd edition! 

☼ All rights available
Over

25.000
copies
sold PREVIOUS TITLES BY THIS AUTHOR:

Young Adult  Young Adult  
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Sorry, No Photo 
for You Today, Baby
Carolin Philipps
256 pages, 13,5 × 20,5 cm 

Publication date: February 2014

☼ All rights available

• Highly topical subject:   
   model castings

• Ironic take on gender 
   clichés

• Humorous peek 
   behind the scenes of 
   the modelling world

You Pay the Price  
for My Life
Carolin Philipps
112 pages, 13,5 × 21,5 cm 

Publication date: March 2013

☼ All rights available

• Best friends from 
   two different worlds  

• The novel deals with 
   religious fanaticism 
   and women’s rights

Don’t Cry, Princess      
Carolin Philipps
125 pages, 13,5 × 21,5 cm 

Publication date: January 2012

☼ All rights available

• When love 
   becomes addiction

What Words  
are Missing for
Carolin Philipps
128 pages, 13,5 × 21,5 cm 

Publication date: January 2010

☼ Rights sold to: 
      Korea, Bulgaria, 
      Faroe Islands

• A sensitive story 
   about child abuse

White Blossoms 
in the Yellow River
Carolin Philipps
144 pages, 13,5 × 21,5 cm 

Publication date: July 2004

☼ Rights sold to: Korea, 
      Latin America, USA

• One-child policy in  
   China 

• Moving story of an  
   adoption

Second Face
Carolin Philipps
139 pages, 13,5 × 21,5 cm 

Publication date: January 2011

☼ All rights available

• Hot topic: 
   Facebook bullying 

• Virtual nightmare

More than
12.000
copies
sold

Made in Vietnam
Carolin Philipps 
139 pages, 13,5 × 21,5 cm 

Publication date: January 2009

☼ Rights sold to: 
      France, Slovenia,
      Faroe Islands  
      Korea, 

• Hot topic: 
   Child labour

Carolin Philipps 
writes stories about 
current political 
topics and people 
who don’t conform 
to norms. Her novel 
„Milchkaffee und 
Streuselkuchen“ won 
her an Honorable 
Mention in the 2001 
UNESCO Prize for 
Children’s and Young 
People’s Literature in 
the Service of 
Tolerance, she was 
awarded the Swiss 
Bookstar in 2010 for 
Made in Vietnam 
and she has been 
nominated for the 
Belgian young adults’ 
book award Le Prix 
Farniente.

Boys' Questions  – 
Growing Older and Growing Up
Sylvia Schneider/Katrin Warnstedt
160 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm

Publication date: February 2015 – 2nd edition! 

☼ All rights available

Girls' Questions  – 
Growing Older and Growing Up
Sylvia Schneider/Katrin Warnstedt
160 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm

Publication date: February 2015 – 2nd edition! 

☼ All rights available

This book explores questions that are of particular interest for boys/girls ages 12 to 15. 
Topics include sexuality, body development, contraception, love, school, friends, family, 
internet etiquette, career choices, living abroad, and much more.

• Strong backlist-classics: revised, reviewed, and edited

• Contemporary subjects like social networks, Cybermobbing and Sexting are discussed

• Steady inquiry for sex education books

• Custom fit for the target group

How do I know that puberty has started?

What is “the first time” like?

Why do I often not get along with my parents?

 
100,000 
copies 
sold

 
90,000 
copies 
sold 

Carolin Philipps 

Young Adult    Young Adult    
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Magic Moon
416 pages, 13,5 × 21,5 cm

Publication date of the new 
edition: January 2013 (1982)

☼ Currently sold rights:     
       Indonesia

Magic Moon’s 
Heritage
532 pages
13,5 × 21,5 cm 

Publication date: 
August 1998

☼ All rights 
   available

Wolfgang and Heike Hohlbein16-year-old Lina is the chosen one. She has the 
task of saving Menduria and with it the world 
as we know it. The key to completing her quest 
is the Book of the Tides which is closed with 
seven seals. These seals can be opened only 
by the true sensation of selflessness, empathy, 
trust, courage, honesty, love and forgiveness. 
In Menduria Lina meets the mysterious dark elf 
Darian. He makes life difficult for her, but still 
she falls hopelessly in love with him. 
And it turns out, that this love, which crosses all 
known boundaries, was predestined, too. Only 
through the strength of Darian’s love can Lina 
open the last seal and forgive the unforgivable: 
the murder of her mother.

• An innovative tale, somewhere between 
   Twilight Saga and the Inkheart Trilogy

• True-to-life protagonist for identification 
   potential

• Great debut in young adult fiction from 
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